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Abstract:

We briefly outline the plasma physics .research program
being conducted in the Department of Physics of the National
University of Singapore. The work places particular emphasis on
open system end plugging, ion source development, and anomalous
transport studies.

Introduction:

The Physics Department of the National University of
Singapore has a small plasma physics group (composed of four
members of the academic staff and several technicians) doing
fundamental studies related to the problems of thermonuclear
fusion. The group currently has in operation a hot filament arc
based experimental facility (the "U-3") and a second "bench top"
plasma research device (1) is in the advanced pluming stage.
The Department also conducts related ongoing programs in atonic
physics (e.g. negative ion procasses), spectroscope, and nuclear
physics (a D-T beam-target neutron source is in regular use).

Principal Lines of Research:

Our interests involve theoretical as well as experimental
work and are quite broad, with particular eaphasis being given to
three principal lines of research: 1. end plugging, 2. ion source
development, and 3. anomalous transport studies.

1. End Plugging Studies

The viability of any number of open magnetic confinement
systems may depend critically upon the eventual development of an
effective end plugging technique. He are continuing to evaluate
a variety of potential candidates including:

A. Tandem Cusps - It is possible to plug the line and
point leaks of a cusp ended theta pinch or solenoid by joining
these apertures to auxiliary toroidal and tandem spindle cusps (2).
Electrostatic potential wells have been generated in this geometry
which confine ions while the overall positive plasma potential
confines electrons (3).

Tandem cusped theta pinchs with microstabilized sheaths
look especially promising. Kith B > 200kGauss, n * 1017cm"3,
T= 1C1* eV — < 10"1 we estimate:
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lengths of -10 meters. Even in the event of Tokamak
commercialization such devices may well make attractive "second
generation" power plants in the years beyond the 1990s. (A "one
cycle" fusion economy seems simplistic from our point of view.)

B. Cusp Leak Width Reduction - Electron gyrodiameter and
hybrid sheaths are unstable (4) leaving the ior gyrodiameter the
natural scale width for turbulent magnetoplasma line cusps (2).
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The application of RF feedbf-.k stabilization to the cusp
plasma reduces the level of turhul.nce and the observed leakage
aperture (5).

Additional cusp losses can arise due to the Simon short
circtiting electron flow through the (conducting) cusp boundary or
due to electron influx from (secondary) boundary sources. These
nontuTbulent leak width enhancements have been suppressed by an
electrostatic boundary electrode array (6). The Simon short
circuiting is defeated by resisti.-e segments interrupting the
crossfield current path whils any secondary electrons are actively
stripped from the cusp edge by positive (outer) electrode biases.
Factor of two leak width reductions have been obtained by this
technique.

C. Turbulent Thermal Insulation - Ion acoustic waves can
induce an anomalous plasma resistivity and have been used to
reduce electron heat conduction along lines of magnetic induction
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without excessive turbulent enhancement of the crossfield losses
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A "fringe benefit" of turbulent thermal insulation is the
concurrent turbulent heating: dT „
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If one wants very small reactors (L < 200 meters) some
reduction in the electron self heating is required (10). Since
stochastic wave-particle heating is not expected to occur in the
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frame in which a wave is at rest we have studied the use of
"stationary turbulence" parawetrically excited by counterstreaming
electron beans (7):
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For equal beam densities and velocities, V. = V^ ,
k, • -k-, and 3jk3 = k-, such stationary T 2
(D.C.) electrostatic fields have actually been excited deep
within a magnetoplasma column and provide axial thermal insulation
without excessive heating. Low velocity waves (high momentum, k,
low energy,») are also needed for RF end plugging and current
drive applications.

D. Lentz Force Induction - In addition to the usual D.C.
confining forces a pulsed (or moving) mirror induces an azimuthal
plasma current which augments the end plugging via a time
dependent Lentz force (11). Factor of two enhancements in
containment have been obtained in a small scale model experiment.

E. Surface Electrostatic Traps - Multiple layer picket
fences ("skin traps" or "surface magnetic confinement") can be
electrostatically plugged by injecting plasma between the
conductor arrays. With 3 layers and variable injection a thermal
barrier can also be built up.

2. Ion Source Development

Much of the progress being made today in controlled
thermonuclear research can be traced to the advent of intense and
efficient neutral beam injectors. Conversely: these promising
results serve to spur on the development of still more efficient
sources having improved characteristics. Our current effort is
two-fold and is intended to improve our understand of existing
technologies (A) as well as develop new techniques (B),

A. Discharge Physics Studies - Despite a quite
considerable effort, worldwide, there is still only a partial
understanding of the operation of existing ion source devices.

i. Degree of lonization - When the mean free path of a
refueling neutral becomes less than the desired plasma dimensions,

• < L, arc starvation restricts the degree of ionization (1).

This limitation can be relaxed in several ways. In higher
temperature plasmas (T, or T ) ions which neutralize on the wall
return as relatively energetic neutrals (V high). The plasma

can also be created in a "high" neutral pressure environment and
then extracted into a differentially pumped (ion source) volume.
This results in improved gas efficiency.

ii. Temperature and Neutral Pressure Limitation - In a time
independent steady state the ion loss rate must balance the volume
ionization rate. If we require that the electron distribution be
purely Maxwellian then the maximum in the electron-gas ionization
rate coefficient results in a minimum neutral pressure consistent
with discharge particle balance and Tfi becomes an inverse function
of n . In primary ionization dominated plasmas the Langmuir
sheath stability equation, J < JjOn./m )Ji and the gas ionization
rate equation, I. * Z°nnI

 L combine to impose a (space charge)
limitation on the neutral fill density:

(zr-r* rr Ci Loss Area
Discharge Volume'

Power and particle balance again impose an inverse functional
dependence on Te vs i^.

iii. Quiescence - Fluctuations may be detrimental to arc
confinement and beam quality. Ionization instabilities can be
avoided by primary dominated ionization. Unfortunately, sources
involving magnetic insulation (e.g. P.I.G. devices) may not
automatically balance ion and electron losses in the absence of
instabilities (1).

iv. Multiple Anode Discharges - It is common practice to
bi8s the source walls negative, in order to confine prinary
electrons, and use (as small as possible) a positive anode, V ,
(of area A ) to maintain a plasma potential V > 0 (as required
for subsequent ion extraction into the outside"world at ground
potential). Particle balance in such a "double anode" discharge
requires that:

e(V, - V ) "I

B. New Source Designs

i. Nonequilibriunn Sheaths - In the steady state operation
of contemporary sources ions are extracted through a stationary
sheath. In the case of & dynamic sheath a modified version of the
Bohm criterion must be employed which allows us to preferentially
deposit energy in ions (12).

ii. Unidirectional Sources - An asymmetric axial plasma
potential gradient or a potential maximum located at one end of
the source discharge would be useful (in conjunction with
solenoidal magnetic confinement) in creating an efficient
unidirectional scarce of ions. A weak (SO Gauss), inhomogeneous
axial magnetic field has been employed successfully to enforce an
axial plasma density and potential inhemogeneity sufficient to
ensure that > 901; of the ions exit unidirectionally.



An alternative technique has been studied by computational
methods and involves a plasma assisted differential vacuum
pumping (1) which introduces a strong axial dependence into the
electron-gas ionization rate (leading, in turn, to an axial
density variation).

3. Anomalous Diffusion and Transport

Anomalous cross-field heat losses plague most plasma
devices and remain a largely unsolved mystery. Current research
centers around finding the source of this energy drain and
controlling it.

A. Monlinear Drift Waves - The linear growth of a drift
instability induces an RF field maximum near the pressure gradient
maximum (e.g. — m a x ) . The local wave enhanced diffusive flux
results in a l<Jcal nonlinear relaxation of the pressure gradient
and the plasma "pump-out" generated within this high field repion
causes locally (and briefly) enhanced gradients just outside this
layer. The nonlinear gradients so induced are just those caused
by the radial displacement of particles by the original wave(s)
and they serve to excite new (nonlinear) modes spatially localized
about the new pressure gradient maxima. The newly excited modes
(and subsequent cascade waves) act back on the original waves in

a similar fashion and temporal and spatial relaxation oscillations
are observed (13).

B. Ion Wave Induced Particle Transport - We have excited
ion acoustic turbulence having variable transverse and parallel
wave vectors and adjustable amplitude. This turbulence gives rise
to an anisotropic plasma resistivity
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and enhanced particle diffusion (9): Din « ni B ?* niii

In large access area tokamaks, stellarators, and other non-
axisyirmetric toroidal fusion devices, however, diffusion may be of
the form: 3
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Anisotropic resistivity can then be employed to enforce \» \^>> \i|B
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column modifies the electron distribution function, reduces the
measured bulk plasma resistivity, and causes a decrease in the
observed cross-field particle diffusion coefficient to values
below the classical level.

D. Impurity Flow Reversal - RF fields may be used (in
conjunction with particle recycling or injection) to enhance the
effective ion-impurity collisional friction resulting in an

outflow of higher Z ions and a net influx (containment) of IOK Z
fuel (14, IS).

Other Research Projects:

1. Neutral Particle Modeling

Computational models have become an important tool in the
detailed analysis of plasma confinement systems. In order to
complete the set of particle and energy balance equations in such
codes it is necessary to include a dynamical description of the
behaviour of the neutral refueling gas. In the past the various
neutral particle assumptions (16, 17, 18) have generally been used
wholly independent of one another and theiT impact on the final
results of simulations has gone unnoticed. We have sought to
determine the impact of the variety of neutral models on a single
coFu-on global plasma code and have found that they are by no means
equivalent but may lead, instead, to divergent results (for the
plasma parameters ne, T , T., etc) Consequently, computational
confinement studies based on individual (single) neutral
assumptions must be received with a healthy degree of scepticism.

2. Energy Compression for Beam Driven Fu« ij_

Absolute and Oscillating beam-plasm» instabilities are able
to deposit > 15% of the initial beam energy into a plasma
(n > 1020 cnT3, T > 101* eV) of characteristic dimensions:

2*V.
: 1 cm

which is suitable for driving pellet and liner inertial confinement
fusion systems by direct ion saturation power flow (electron
saturation may be possible for biased targets):

P = n eT e
3 / 2 rf* > 10 1 3 W/cm2

Conventional convective instabilities have longer energy
deposition lengths and are not suitable for heating such small
target plasmas.

3. Annulus Stabilized Torus

Bumpy torus equilibria offer substantial promise as steady
state high beta fusion reactors having good accessibility and
reasonable aspect ratio. MND stabilization by internal conductors
or hot electron rings introduce considerable difficulties, however.

Alternatively, diaphragm limiters in the mirror throats might be
used to line-tie an external cool plasma annulus which, in turn,
would serve to stabilize the internal hot fusion plasma torus.
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